l8o    THEORY   AND    PRACTICE    OF    EDUCATION
unwavering1 effort is an active belief in the satisfaction of
well-done work. Now this attitude can only be acquired
by experience—just as the idea of goodness can only be
acquired through knowledge of particular good acts.
Hence throughout the formative years of life a child and
youth should be in such situations that will prove the
necessity of effort.
Critics who believe in training the will by formal disci-
pline sometimes say that in a modern school lif e is made
too easy for a child. If it is, it is a bad school. The child
who wants to build an engine should have numerous
difficulties to overcome, and the fond mother who buys one
for him because she sees him struggling to overcome them
is fond in two senses. Her function is to know him so
well that she can gauge with exactness the moment at
which he must have encouragement, and perhaps help
to ensure that he fulfils his purpose—a far more difficult
and infinitely more friendly task than buying him an
engine.
In the same way, when children are carrying out their
own purposes, be they individual or social, there are
numerous possibilities of training in effort.
In nearly all cases the effort for improvement will be
.increased if two factors are supplied, knowledge of good
standards and motive for improvement. The workers
must be brought into contact with more expert workers
in their own field. Thus in workshops and factories motion
pictures are used to show how the skilled man works, and
in the schoolroom the teacher or some expert should set
the standard, just as the elder players set it on the playing
field. The cashiers in the school community shop will
work to achieve faster and more accurate addition when
they have been to a real shop and seen how real cashiers
work. And if in addition a sale can be advertised and all
the school come to buy, the desire to deal with money
accurately and quickly will result in such strenuous and

